
 

 

 

     

Stamp 2 bird images from Winter Wonderland stamp set on to watercolor paper and color using 

Zig markers (as listed above). Fussy cut the image and apply Star Dust on the white areas of the 

hats.  

Cut a white cardstock at 6.75” x 9.5” and fold it into half. Distress and layer a 6.6” x 4.6” green 
striped pattern paper, followed by a 4.25” x 6” distressed red snowflakes pattern paper and 
another 3.75” x 5.75” distressed light beige pattern paper. 
 
Cut away an isosceles triangle (1.75” from the long edge) from a 3.5” x 5.75” green pattern papers 
and distress the edges. Adhere small laces to the long edge and large laces to the cut edges 
before layering onto the card. 
 
Repeat the cutting away of the triangle (1.75” from the long edge) from a 3” x 5.75” light green 
cardstock, distress the edges and layer onto previous piece. Add a distressed 1.75” x 5.75” red 
polka dot pattern paper over the light green cardstock.  
 
Cut leaves from the Layered Flower and Dancing Leaves dies as well as snowflakes from Snow 
Time dies. Arrange the die cut leaves, flowers and plastic silver glitter branches as shown on card.  
 
Cut 3 “Joy” sentiments from Greetings dies and overlap them. Add the sentiment onto the 
bottom left corner of the card along with the colored bird images on the top left and bottom right 
corners respectively.   
 
Finish with some clear sequins on the empty areas. 
 

 

 

Lovely Layers Lady: Yenni Natalia 

Penny Black Products Used: 30-083 Winter Wonderland, 51-207 Layered 

Flower,51-016 Dancing Leaves, 51-177 Snow Time, 51-174 Greetings  

Additional Products: White cardstock, light green cardstock, Echo Park 2016 

Christmas pattern papers, Crate Paper pattern papers,  300gsm watercolor papers, Zig 

markers (Wine Red, Carmine Red, Green Gray, Yellow), Wild Orchid Craft metal corners, 

Wild Orchid Craft white flower, Maya Road green fabric flowers, Prima Marketing yellow 

flower, large and small white lace, Signo Ball white gel pen, brush number 0, foam tape, 

plastic silver glitter branches, Beacon glue, Tombow glue, Stickles star dust, clear sequins, 

distress tool.  

 

 


